Touch DNA in the
Massereene Attack	


Abandoned Burned Car

DNA Evidence

match stick
at side of road

passenger side
safety belt buckle
cell phone in
center console
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DNA Biology
A genetic locus has
two DNA sentences,
one from each parent.
locus
mother
allele

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ACGT repeated word

father
allele

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

An allele is the number
of repeated words.
A genotype at a locus
is a pair of alleles.

8, 9
Many alleles allow for
many many allele pairs.
A person's genotype
is relatively unique.

Sample Alleles

many alleles

certainty

Touch DNA

realm of
probability

few alleles
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Cellmark Lab - Seat Buckle
a

test 1

b

test 2

c

test 3

Cell Phone
enhance
#1

enhance
#2

a

a'

a''

b

b'

b''

c

c'

c''

9 tests

Match Stick
a

test 1

b

test 2

c

test 3
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DNA Mixture Interpretation
Evidence
item

Lab

Infer

Evidence
data

Evidence
genotype
10, 12 @ 50%
11, 12 @ 30%
12, 12 @ 20%

10 11 12

Compare
Known
genotype
10, 12

Quantitative Data
Allele peak size and height at locus TH01

peak
height

peak size

Cellmark Data
D3

vWA

D18

D2

10 loci
D8

D21

D18 TH01
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Data Ambiguity
DNA
mixture

D3

vWA

D8

low DNA
quantity

D18

D21

D18 TH01

D2

D18

FGA

allele
drop out

no DNA
visible

Brian
Shivers

Much Data,
Little Consensus

0

a

2

b

1

c

Human Review: No Statistic
?

?
?
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Computer Uses All the Data
Quantitative peak heights at locus TH01

How the Computer Thinks
Consider every possible genotype solution

Another person's allele pair
Explain the
peak pattern

Better
explanation
has a
higher likelihood

Cybergenetics Computing
data

singles

a

a

b

c

b

c
10
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all

a
b
a
c

a
b
c

b
c
20

30
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Explain All the Data
test 1
TH01 locus
3 times
test 2

test 3

Try All Genotypes
test 1
TH01 locus
3 times
test 2

test 3

Evidence Genotype
Objective genotype determined
solely from the DNA data.
Never sees a suspect.
82%

6%
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DNA Match Statistic
How much more does the suspect match the evidence
than a random person?
Probability(evidence match)
6x

Probability(coincidental match)

82%

13%

Statistic at 10 Loci

A match between the matchstick and Brian Shivers is
1.1 million times more probable than coincidence.

TrueAllele Match Statistics
5.91 trillion

Colin
Duffy

6.01 billion
1.1 million
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Direct Exam & Admissibility
• DNA Biology
• Mixture Evidence
• Human Review
• Probabilistic Genotypes
• TrueAllele Casework
• TrueAllele Validation
• Regulatory Approval
• Legal Precedent
• Published Method
• Readily Available
• Interpretation Admissibility
• Truth-Seeking Tool

Probabilistic Genotypes
• Probability - Laplace (1812)
• Genetics - Mendel (1865)
• Scientific Working Group on
DNA Analysis Methods (2010)
• ANSI/NIST Forensic Data
Interchange (2011)

TrueAllele Casework
• thorough
• objective
• informative
• relies on generally accepted
scientific methods (articles)
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TrueAllele Validation
• published peer-review validation papers
• ongoing studies in many DNA labs
• independent scientific presentations
• scientists rely on TrueAllele method
+ NIST mixture standards
+ laboratory instrument
+ citation index

Regulatory Approval

Legal Precedent
2011
Over 75 TrueAllele
case reports filed
on DNA evidence
Court testimony:
• state
• federal
• military
• foreign
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Published Method
• Perlin MW, Sinelnikov A. An information gap in DNA evidence interpretation.
PLoS ONE. 2009;4(12):e8327.	

• Perlin MW. Explaining the likelihood ratio in DNA mixture interpretation.
Promega's Twenty First International Symposium on Human Identification, San
Antonio, TX. 2010.	

• Perlin MW, Legler MM, Spencer CE, Smith JL, Allan WP, Belrose JL, Duceman
BW. Validating TrueAllele® DNA mixture interpretation. Journal of Forensic
Sciences. 2011;56(6):1430-47.
• Cowell RG, Lauritzen SL, Mortera J. Identification and separation of DNA mixtures
using peak area information. Forensic Science International. 2007;166(1):28–34.	

• Curran J. A MCMC method for resolving two person mixtures. Sci Justice. 2008;4
8(4):168-77.	

• Tvedebrink T, Eriksen PS, Mogensen HS, Morling N. Identifying contributors of
DNA mixtures by means of quantitative information of STR typing. J Comput Biol.
2011;18(In press).	


Readily Available
• TrueAllele available as a forensic service
• crime labs purchase TrueAllele computers
• World Trade Center DNA re-examination
• used in domestic and foreign criminal cases
• provided to prosecution, defense or court
• lectures, presentations, publications, transcripts
www.cybgen.com/information

Day 2: Cross Examination
DEFENSE: The People v Hector Espino, it was a DNA
admissibility decision in which the judge said - this is not a
legal point my Lord - he said: "We all understand the laws
of physics apply from things, entire solar systems down to
a grain of sand, but once you get to the atomic level all of a
sudden all the rules change and the laws of physics don't
apply and we have to start employing guesswork." Do you
recognize the possibility that the theories that underpin
your methods may not actually apply in the particular area
that we are talking about?	
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WITNESS: No, I don't. Let me address your analogy. When
you move from the world of Newton down to the world of
Schroedinger at a sub-atomic level, you move from classical
mechanics to quantum mechanics … the laws of probability
begin to apply to physics, and the answers to physics
problems … become probability distributions. 	


A 67 line answer, spanning 2 1/2 pages
and taking several minutes.
Leaving out the historical context,
and skipping ahead a page or so,
the response concludes:

When you move from a classical model, whether it is in physics or
in DNA mixtures, it is necessary, as we observed historically in
physics and we see again happening in DNA, that in order to get
reliable, accurate and reproducible results scientifically, whether in
theory or in practice, you must move to a probability model. Your
alternative is to simply discard all your data and not make any
inference at all, however properly applied as confirmed by
validation studies. You move from a deterministic classical world
into a probability world that may be less comfortable initially to the
practitioners, but is a better description of reality and makes more
informative and accurate use of the data that is provided. 	

So I appreciate your analogy of moving from classical physics to
quantum mechanics, because that's exactly what we see with DNA
mixtures, as you move to uncertain data based on multiple
individuals, as well as low template DNA. 	


Day 3: Cross Examination
WITNESS: That is correct.	

DEFENSE: That's 33% isn't it? Isn't it? 	

WITNESS: I am looking at -- 	

DEFENSE: Dr. Perlin, can you follow my questions?	

PROSECUTION: Allow him to answer in his own way.
DEFENSE: You have reported on 33%. 	

JUDGE: Mr. O'Connor, please don't interrupt the witness. 	

DEFENSE: He had given an answer. 	

JUDGE: Please do not interrupt the witness. 	

DEFENSE: Do you want a calculator? 	

JUDGE: Don't ask any further questions until he has answered.	
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Motion to Exclude
27 page statement
99 paragraphs

Admissibility Ruling
December 1, 2011
The Honorable Mr. Justice Hart
18 page ruling on TrueAllele, concluding:
I am satisfied that the stage has now been reached in the
case of this system where it can be regarded as being
reliable and accepted, and I am satisfied that Dr Perlin has
given his evidence in a credible and reliable fashion. In the
light of these conclusions I can see no basis on which I
could properly exercise my discretion … to exclude this
evidence, and I therefore admit it in evidence. 	


Verdict
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